
Wisconsin deserves more recognition

Oh Wisconsin, you house many things: the Green Bay Packers, frigid Winters, and

amazing places like Door County.

Door County has a variety of different ways to keep you on your and my favorite

activities are going on a bike ride on the Sunset Trail or going shopping, or going to the many

restaurants they have such as Wilsons or my favorite restaurant, Wild Tomato Pizza.

One thing that makes Door County Unique is that you will find that most of the places

are family owned. They all have their own way of operation and the restaurants have their own

recipes. Wild Tomato is no different. Their pizza brings you to heaven, and to top it off, adding

some parmesan cheese makes it 10 times better.

One of Wild Tomato’s missions is to use all natural and local ingredients. Wisconsin is

home to a lot of farmers and crops, so these ingredients are beneficial and help support these

farmers. The use of natural ingredients really makes their pizza taste much more special, the

fresh tomatoes they use for their pizza sauce, or freshly picked peppers on their Mediterranean

pizza, or the fresh parmesan cheese to sprinkle on the pizza. Another one of their missions is to

provide the best service to satisfy a customer.



One time me and my family went to Wild Tomato and had ordered 2 large pizzas but they

accidentally made 1 large and 1 small so they quickly made another small pizza to compensate

for the mistake, and they were super apologetic about the mistake.

Wild Tomato had two locations, one in Fish Creek and one in Sister Bay. Something

special about the Sister Bay location is that it’s right by the lake and so if you chose to have

dinner there and you are sitting outside, then you get to watch a classic Door County sunset.

Over the summer of 2021 me and my family went to Wild Tomato and we had a really

long wait but that was overshadowed as we came at the perfect time to watch the big red and

orange ball slowly set over the calm Lake Michigan. Watching the sky go from shades of bright

orange, to hot pinks and having a nice refreshing beverage made me feel at peace. That is what I

think about when I think of Wisconsin and Door County.

Wisconsin has many beautiful places to visit and many famous restaurants, but Door

County has it all. That is why I love Wisconsin.


